Listen
and Act

Children have the right to be cared for and
protected. Save the Children has therefore
developed material for children to know their
rights - and for child rights and frontline workers
to know about child development and how to
encourage, care for and protect children.

LISTENING
LEARNING
ACTING
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3 DO support your friend,

3DO learn about your rights.You have a right

8 DON’T

who is being treated badly and
encourage them to seek help

to be protected against:
• People treating you badly because of your caste,
colour, religion, disability or for any other reason
• People hitting you and hurting your body
• People abusing you sexually
• People saying hurtful things to you

keep frightening and troublesome
secrets inside yourself. Ask for help from
someone you know and trust

3DO work together with your friends
and teachers to make your school a safe,
child-friendly place to learn and play

3DO respect

8 DON’T ever go off with
adults you don’t know –
whatever they may promise you

the rights of
other children

3DO
share worries with a person you
know and trust – a parent, relative,
teacher or friend

3DO join with other children to
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help your families and communities
to learn about children’s rights
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n
to violence against childre
Preventing and responding
in homes and communities
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8 DON’T bully or be
unkind to other children –
they have the same rights
as you to be protected
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1 Do’s and Dont’s

for all ages
This is a package of
three posters. One
is intended to provide
adults with the do’s
and don’ts for
protecting children
and respecting their
rights. The remaining
two posters send the
message to children
that violence is not
ok, and provides them
with practical do’s
and don’ts for dealing
with violence.
download

2 Listen, Learning

and Acting

3 Protect the

Children!

Staff in Save the
Children and child
rights workers wanting
to know more about
relevant measures to
protect children will
benefit from reading
and using this book.
The book discusses
the consequences of
violence against children,
gives an update on the
UN Study on Violence
against Children and
advice on how to act
to promote the
protection of children.

This book is for frontline workers such as
teachers, nurses, people
working in shelter
homes and institutions,
members of protection
committees and social
workers - all those in
direct contact with
children, including
parents. The book is
easy to read and gives
a background for
understanding the
child and practical
advice on how to
support the child.

download

download

4 Safe You and

Safe Me
This book is for
children from 7 years
and upwards to learn
about the types of
violence faced by
children around the
world, and gives ideas
on how they can
protect themselves.
The book encourages
children to ask
questions and state
their opinions.
download

5 Equal you and

Equal Me
Through this book
children from 7 years
can learn about the
types of discrimination
they may face in their
day to day life and
the many forms of
discrimination faced
by other children
throughout the world.
download

6 Listendoll

Storybook
This is an illustrated
storybook for children
aged 4 and up who have
suffered trauma and a
difficult life situation. It
is the story of a doll
who faces a terrible
wind that blows her life
apart. She is taken by a
wise bird to the forest
where the trees tell her
a secret. “Bad things
happen, they just do, but
you are still you.” They
teach her to listen in a
new way that gives her
strength and perspective.
download

